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Soundscapes created with classical guitar and accordion. 7 MP3 Songs CLASSICAL: Contemporary,

JAZZ: World Fusion Details: Daniel Panasenko and Mark Wyman present a live recording of

improvisations for classical guitar and accordion. Bios: Daniel Panasenko Daniel Panasenko is a

multi-instrumentalist, improviser, and composer best known for his work with sandbox trio, an

improvisational group dedicated to experimentation and instrument building. He has recorded and

performed with a number of like-minded musicians from around the world, including: Beth Custer,

Christian Heilman, Percy Howard, Roman Leykam  Frank Mark, Tony Passarell, and Gino Robair. Daniel

is currently focusing on a collaboration with singer / guitarist / composer Peter James and guitarist David

Lofton, as well as sporadic performances with the electro-improv trio, MicroSphere with Martin Birke

(electronic drums) and Stephen Sullivan (guitar synthesizer). Mark Wyman Mark Wyman has played

piano since age five. In 1988 he moved to San Francisco CA to continue his musical studies, graduating

from San Francisco State University (Summa cum laude), and then Mills College (Dean's List) with a

Master's in Piano Performance and Literature. Mark has a very broad musical experience, from classical

to punk, from pop to avant-garde, playing anything with keys or knobs, piano, organ, accordion, and many

different synths. He has performed solo, and with many different groups across the entire musical

spectrum: the Mills College Contemporary Performance Ensemble; in Mat Callahan's electric funk-rock

band Wild Bouquet; in the Burt Bacharach tribute ensemble Casino Royale; with extreme and eclectic

performance vocalist Pamela Z, to name just a few, as well as many ensembles and performances while

in school. Mark has toured around the US, and all over Europe, and has played tango in Buenos Aires.

While based in San Francisco, Mark played with several tango groups: Strictly Tango, Tango #9,
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MonTango (with whom he still records and performs), and his own Quartet. Mark currently lives in the

Netherlands, performing, accompanying and teaching. He plays also with the tango quintet Racing Club,

the tango quintet Bandola zurdo, as well as working with various singers and performers such as Enrique

Caruso, Hernan Ruiz, and Jose Rivero.
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